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Chapter 871: The highest state that comes when you open your mouth 

 

In a three-hour drive, Lu Qing came to the destination. 

Xiawa Village, a poor village built in Shanwali, welcomed the school’s first teacher. 

The village cadres at the scene were very enthusiastic and expressed sincere welcome and gratitude for 

Lu Qing's arrival. 

Lü Qing was so embarrassed that he was so low that he frequently said, "It is also a kind of fate that I 

can come to Xiawa Village." 

"The party secretary, shall we go to the school first?" Lu Guohui found an opportunity to interrupt, 

seeing everyone being polite. 

"Yes, I have forgotten it, Teacher Lu, go to school first and settle down for you." 

The party secretary said that he would walk and lead them there. Lu Guohui asked him to get in the car, 

and then he took them to the school together. 

The road is not easy to walk, the road leading to the village is a cement road, which looks particularly 

good. 

But the fork road leading to the village is pitted with potholes, and the road with mud and soot pads is 

not so glamorous. 

"The village is poor, and the young people have gone out to work again. They have no money and no 

labor. That's all." 

Hearing the explanation from the party secretary, Lu Qing's expectations for the school dropped again. 

But the actual situation was worse than she thought! 

Two earthen houses full of cracks, there are small Mazha with missing arms and legs. 

A podium with a corner padded with bricks, the blackboard is not as big as the one played by my little 

niece. 

The earth square in front of the house is the school playground. 

There are no walls, no toilets, let alone activity rooms, basketball courts, stages and the like. 

"Teacher Lu, the conditions are limited, so you are making a joke." The secretary shifted his gaze away 

with a trembling, and was ashamed not to look directly into her eyes. 

Even more worried that she will turn around and go back to her big city when she sees this actual 

situation. 

Lu Guohui is now ready to restart the car. 



This condition is too bad, no, definitely not! 

Looking at the way his daughter was crying again, he felt that she didn't need to persuade herself this 

time, she had to shrink first. 

"Hiss~" 

Wiping away the tears from the corner of his eyes, Lu Qing said to the party secretary, "The party 

secretary, where do I live?" 

"Huh?" The party secretary raised his head, his muddy pupils staring directly at Lu Qing. 

In that way, it's like seeing some rare treasures! 

Is she telling the truth? 

There are two earthen rooms, one is a classroom, and the other is for the teacher. 

Lu Qing's room is here, and she is packing her luggage with the help of two "roommates" at this time. 

Fang Li, Shengnan, volunteers from Luonan Town. 

"You two, Qin Yu sent it?" Lu Qing said in vain, who was sitting next to the bed after packing up his 

things. 

"What?" Fang Li was curious. 

"Teacher Lu, where do you put this?" 

Sheng Nan held the box and asked curiously, "Who did you just say?" 

Seeing that their expressions didn't look like a fake, Lu Qing was a little uncertain again. 

But the secretary said that no one had ever come before, and the two of them had only come by 

themselves two days earlier. 

He pointed out that he wanted to come to the school to help, saying that no matter how hard it is, he 

can't suffer the child. 

The school was abandoned before, but now it looks like the two girls cleaned up the weeds outside. 

Lu Qing felt that this matter must have something to do with Qin Yu... 

As soon as I was about to come, volunteers came to help me. How could there be such a coincidence? 

"Let me do it!" 

Qin Yu took the box himself, smiled and said, "In the future, please take care of it." 

… 

… 

"Poor, the conditions are too bad." Lu Guohui kept complaining on the phone. 



The condition of the whole village is that the school is a dilapidated building, the water and electricity 

are unstable, and water and electricity are cut off at every turn. 

"No, I can't stand it. I have to donate some money to the village to repair the school." 

Lu Guohui couldn't bear it, her daughter was wronged by this, no way! 

"It's time to fix it, and Miracle Charity should also go online. Let's focus on education first." 

"How long will it take, hemp won't be troublesome." Lu Guohui asked. 

Once the word "career" is put on something, it will be particularly troublesome. 

After a few months of procrastination, how can the baby girl stand it. 

"At most a week, the plan is ready," Qin Yu said. 

"Okay, Xiaoyu, you bother, I look really uncomfortable..." 

After listening to Lu Guohui's nagging, Qin Yuxin said, "Just this man, I won't make myself jealous!" 

"Boss, what is Miracle Charity?" Xu Meixin asked in a low voice. 

She can't remember such a project in her recent work schedule. 

Charity has been doing it all the time, but donations are made in the name of individuals, and the 

company has no regulations in this regard. 

"For the new business, let the business department prepare it to go online within a week... first contact 

Xiawa Village and say that it will sponsor the construction of the school. 

The surrounding poverty-stricken villages have also been inspected, and those in need happened to be 

repaired together, and the children should not be allowed to study in dilapidated houses. " 

Others opened their mouths, just fooling fools on the Internet. 

Brother Yu is different, just opening his mouth means there is something there is. 

Miracle Charity, no such project? 

Eh~ now there is... 

Within a week, Miracle Charity went live. 

The first donation was the Xiawa Village Primary School in Xiawa Village, and we had negotiated with 

the party secretary before planning the land. 

Just next to the original school site, the wasteland is reinforced, and the steep **** above is made a 

non-slip **** to ensure safety. 

When the main teaching building here is completed, the original school site will be used as a basketball 

court. 

Boom~ 



Construction sounded day and night, but no one in the village complained. 

The first is far from the village, and there is not much movement at night. 

The second is that the party secretary went door to door to make everyone understand that going to 

school is the best way out. 

In addition, the branch secretary is staring at the scene every day, but whenever something happens, 

people will be there as soon as possible. 

Whoever wants to make a fuss has to look at the old party secretary to answer or not. 

He is not a good-tempered old man, but he wants to use crutches when he gets angry. 

However, what the old secretary is most grateful for is Teacher Lu who has been here a few days ago. 

This teacher Lu is the lucky star of Xiawa Village. Not long after he arrived, someone came to build our 

school and road! 

That's right, not only the school, but also the necessary infrastructure, water, electricity, gas, and roads 

are all covered by the company. 

The old party secretary always said that he would personally thank the other boss, but the person in 

charge said that the boss was very busy. 

There is no time for a space program to send people to Mars. 

The old party secretary could only be silently grateful in his heart, and slaughtered the chicken raised at 

home the next day and mentioned it to Teacher Lu. 

After living for most of my life, what is the situation like this? 

The old party secretary knows better than anyone else. 

It was not at Xiawa Village, but at Teacher Lu. 

Regardless of the purpose, the children of Xiawa Village are the beneficiaries. 

Children can go to class in a spacious and bright classroom, without worrying about the wind and rain, 

and their little hands are no longer covered with frostbite. 

This is a good thing, a great happy event! 

What does it matter who came from the picture? 

The school was about to start, and the children should also come to class. The old party secretary had 

something to discuss with Teacher Lu. 

"Teacher Lu, are you at home?" Standing at the door, the old secretary holding a basket of eggs yelled. 

"here I am!" 

Lv Qing opened the door quickly, saw the eggs in the hands of the old party secretary, and said, "Old 

party secretary, are you going to go out and sell eggs?" 



The conditions in the village are not good. If there are things that can be exchanged for two money, they 

are basically sold out. 

"It's for you, not for sale, eggs laid by my own chickens." The old secretary handed her the basket. 

Lu Qing didn't expect it to be for herself, and quickly waved her hand to refuse: "I can't ask for this. I felt 

guilty about eating the chicken last time." 

"Let you hold it, why the young man is sloppy." 

Putting the basket into her hand, the old secretary said with a smile: "I have something to tell you. Let's 

talk outside." 

"Okay." Not looking at him, Lu Qing could only take the egg and put it in the corner of the door. 

In total, when school started, the children came to class and cooked for them. 

When they came to the dirt field at the door, they found two clean stones and sat down. 

"Old Party Secretary, what do you want to say directly." Lu Qing mentioned that it was difficult to say 

that the old Party Secretary lowered his head. 

"Then I can talk about it." 

The old party secretary smiled with folds, and said shyly: "It's about tuition..." 

Every family has difficulties, and even those who work outside can't make much money. 

There are some old, weak, sick and disabled people in the family, and no one can take care of them. It is 

better to let the children help the family with the farm work when they go to school. 

That study, occasionally have time to listen to it. 

With this attitude, you have to pay tuition again, and many parents are naturally unhappy. 

Earn two dollars every day, barely eat enough, and still have to pay to go to school? 

"Can you pay for the utility bills?" Lu Qing, who was informed of the situation, asked if he could maintain 

the most basic expenses. 

"That will definitely work. The village will solve it. My old bones are still useful." The old party secretary 

said with his skinny bones patted. 

"If the kids eat, can the family solve it?" Lu Qing asked again. 

"I don't dare to say if I eat well...it's definitely okay not to be hungry." The old secretary nodded 

hesitantly. 

"Since these are all okay, that's fine, and the tuition will not be paid." Lu Qing stood up with his hands 

propped on the ground, patted the soil on his hands and smiled happily. 

"Huh?" The old party secretary blinked, a little confused. 

"That book, and salary..." 



Lu Qing said relaxedly: "I'll find a way to find schools in the city to see if they can recruit a batch of long-

term teaching materials. 

I don’t need my salary anymore. I still have some savings. Besides, there is nothing to spend money on 

here, just let me stutter. " 

The old secretary's hands trembled with excitement, and his voice hoarse: "Teacher Lu, really?" 

"real." 

Lu Qing smiled, looked up at the bright sky and said, "I'm not here to enjoy my blessings." 

… 

… 

Didi, Miracle Group parking lot. 

As soon as Qin Yu locked the car, he turned and ran into the girl passing by. 

"Oh~" Qin Yu grabbed his wrist and pulled it up by Qin Yu. 

Qin Yu asked, "Are you okay?" 

"Be careful when you walk!" The girl with a round face, medium build and height frowned and said. 

He also held a selfie stick in his hand, which looked like he was broadcasting live. 

Fortunately, he has the habit of wearing a mask. It is not easy to keep some privacy these years. 

Qin Yu responded politely: "It's fine if it's okay, then I'll go first." 

When he staggered to the company, Qin Yu didn't take this matter to heart. 

But after that, the girl chased up: "Hey, handsome guy, wait a minute." 

Qin Yu ignored her at all, but the other party followed him very familiarly and walked side by side to the 

company building. UU reading www.uukanshu. com 

"Are you an employee here? I am from the media. Is there any news that can be revealed." 

"No, I'm just an ordinary employee." Qin Yu said. 

"Then can you take me in?" 

The other party said, tilting his head and looking at Qin Yu a few times, and reluctantly said: "You are 

quite strong, so, if you take me in, how about I give you a chance to buy me something to drink?" 

This directly made Brother Yu amused, did you say the opposite? 

But it was this laughter that exploded the pot. 

"Eh, what do you mean, what are you laughing at?" The other party raised the selfie stick and pointed 

the camera at himself and Qin Yu, as if asking her to explain. 



This laugh seemed to touch her fragile self-esteem. 

Chapter 872: Flying 

 

 

"I don't want to invite you to drink, nor will I take you in. Besides, the management here is very strict, 

not everyone can enter." 

Qin Yu stood still and said with a serious expression facing the other party. 

"Then what are you laughing at? I am funny. I don't apologize if I hit someone. I don't have any quality at 

all. 

Besides, for a beauty like me, it is your honor to ask you to buy me a drink. Why do you think it is funny? 

" 

Seeing Qin Yu's recognition, the other party chattered endlessly. 

It seemed that it was Qin Yu's fault that he hit someone, he didn't know good or bad, and didn't know 

how to catch the olive branch thrown by the beauty. 

Looking at that greasy card powder face, the overall score is not more than 50. 

Brother Yu was really disgusted. 

Isn't this the Puxin girl who opened her mouth for a million on the Internet? 

Or should I say the next three sentences, I will cost myself 180,000? ? ? 

Raising his right hand and snapping his fingers at the security guard in the distance, the other side ran 

towards him, "Dong Qin." 

"Who made her come in? Starting today, no internet celebrities are allowed near the company, visits 

and shooting from the media, and live broadcasts are even forbidden. 

The company is carrying out confidential projects, don’t you understand this rule? " 

Qin Yu's tone was not harsh, but a thin layer of sweat rose on the security's forehead. 

Not daring to wipe it, the security nodded and said: "Our job is not done well, I'm sorry, Mr. Qin." 

"Tell my opinion to your captain." 

After Qin Yu finished speaking, looking at the girl who was still standing in front of her with a dull 

expression, she said, "Thank you, please." 

"You, are you the boss?" Pu Xinnv pointed at him incredulously. 

Forget it, it's better to let it go. 

Qin Yu staggered to leave, but the other side jumped and stopped him. 



"Um, it was a misunderstanding just now, haha~ 

"We know each other now, we are friends, or take me in for a visit!" 

"I just said, this is confidential." 

Qin Yu frowned and said indifferently: "Besides, we are not friends either." 

"Okay, I'll just say it straight." Pu Xinnv opened her hands and stopped him again. 

"I think a man like you is worthy of me." 

The other party shook his fingers and said seriously: "I am very well raised. I will give me 500,000 yuan a 

month, I will spend 300,000 yuan, and my mother will pay 200,000 yuan. 

I don't know how to cook, so I have to hire a nanny. " 

"In addition, you only need to buy a 200-square-meter flat in the city center, and you can equip it with a 

car." 

Qin Yu looked at her like a fool, and found that she was serious. 

I'm cracked! 

"Well, this request is not excessive at all, can I ask you politely if you have anything?" 

Qin Yu was really curious about where this woman was so confident. 

Brother Yu wants to hear how good she is. 

Seeing Qin Yu's compromise, the other party smiled confidently: "I'm pretty, and I can give you a baby." 

Puff~ 

If it wasn't for murder and crime, Brother Yu really wanted to send her to the laboratory to study it. 

How did this kind of people grow up alive. 

Seeing Qin Yu's unkind eyes, the security guard finally moved: "Qin Dong, I will send people out now." 

Stepping forward and clasping Puxin's arm, the other party still kept shouting: "What are you doing, let 

me go, believe it or not, I let your boss open you..." 

"Hey, don't go, I haven't finished yet! I'm so pretty and I don't deserve you anymore. I can have children. 

Oh, don't go, you will regret it if you leave today, I..." 

Brother Yu asked Nanoworms to shield his hearing, and he was afraid that he could not help but kill 

people if he continued like this. 

Damn, this early morning. 

Brother Yu felt that his brain was forcibly rubbed by someone on the ground, and his eyes were even 

more terribly polluted. 



Ah~ 

These eyes need to be washed well. 

In less than half a day, the news of Puxin female entanglement with the boss spread through the 

company. 

So that Xu Meixin looked at him with a weird smile, making Qin Yu stunned. 

"Is there anything funny?" Qin Yu raised his head and looked at her. 

Woooo~~ 

Xu Meixin just shook her head and didn't mean to open her mouth at all. 

Because she was afraid of opening her mouth, she laughed out loud... 

"With half a month's salary deducted, I will report to the finances myself." Qin Yu lowered his head and 

continued to deal with official duties. 

"Yeah." Xu Meixin nodded, turned and walked out. 

Seeing her shrugging shoulders, Qin Yu decided to change this year's year-end award to a small 

envelope. 

However, the most important thing now is the Mars immigration plan at the end of the month. 

The Vulcan project has entered the countdown, and the time is almost a month, thanks to the full 

support of Hwaseong Group. 

Ye Haotian's gift was not just a potted plant. 

There is also Hwaseong Group's strong support for the Vulcan project, relying on its strong network and 

extensive business coverage. 

Help the whole project solve a lot of troubles! 

Including the deployment and transportation of space materials, as well as the procurement of some 

rare accessories. 

This saves them a lot of time, but it is the pioneers who suffer. 

There were originally more than 40 days of preparation time, but in a blink of an eye there were only 

less than 10 days left... 

What about cheating? 

No amount of complaints in my heart can only turn into motivation. 

More focused training is the only thing they can do. 

However, in the last three days before the mission started, the training was suddenly stopped. 

The training base that had been completely imitated of Mars suddenly ceased operations. 



The edge is illuminated by the darkness of space. 

Qin Yu appeared in the training base, "The training is over, the next three days are free time." 

The nerves that have been tense should also rest. 

When the task is actually performed, there will be no time for entertainment for a long time. 

Secondly, they also need to bid farewell to their families! 

The helicopter is already parked outside the company and will deliver them directly to their doorstep. 

Three days, fleeting! 

When the helicopter appeared again, it was time for the Blazers to officially set off. 

During these three days, Qin Yu and all Vulcan engineers conducted multiple inspections of the 

spacecraft. 

Make sure that there are no problems in every link! 

After all, this is the first spacecraft produced by Vulcan, and its mission is to go to Mars to create the 

first ecological circle of mankind. 

The spacecraft plays an important role in it. All the energy and materials in the initial stage came from it. 

Once a failure occurs, the chance of a successful mission is almost zero. 

All the investment in the early stage will be vanished! 

We must know that the cost of the spacecraft alone will cost 120 billion, and the entire project will cost 

300 billion. 

Although the money is paid from above, it must be worth the money. 

If you want to make money in peace of mind, you must at least do things well and do it perfectly. 

Otherwise, it is not called making money, it is called making money! 

September 30 is destined to be a day to be recorded in history. 

"Are you all ready?" 

Bai Ze in front of the console observation platform has a serious expression. 

"It's ready, the Blazers are boarding." Zhang Wei responded calmly. 

Today he is the protagonist, Qin Yu and Bai Ze are just bystanders. 

The atmosphere of the entire control room is serious and busy... 

Everyone has a serious and persistent expression on their faces. 

This will be an epoch-making scene. Four cameras will be broadcast simultaneously, and hundreds of 

radio stations will broadcast live. 



In the age of the universe, can human beings really break the shackles? 

"All the astronauts have boarded the cabin, and the hatch is closing." 

On the take-off platform, the huge metal beast was parked on the landing gear, waiting for the final 

launch command. 

The ground crew is doing the final inspection and evacuation work. 

In the cabin, the Blazers sat neatly on their chairs, waiting nervously for the instructions from the 

console. 

In the enclosed cockpit, [Creator] stood in front of the console and waited for instructions. 

Except for Qin Yu, no one knew that the spacecraft was actually a robot. 

To avoid panic and unnecessary trouble, it is better to keep this secret. 

"Ready to fire..." 

The huge metal behemoth suddenly burst into flames. 

From orange to blue, to a white flame in the middle. 

The heat hit the observers at the scene, and the reporters couldn't help but squint their eyes. 

On the road a few kilometers away from the launch pad, Internet celebrities carried their equipment 

and broadcast live through the wire fence. 

Unfortunately, they are destined to miss this wave of traffic. 

All channels can see close-up live broadcasts, music notes, fighting teeth, and penguin channels. 

The number of live broadcasts by official media and invited media people has soared. 

"Fuck it, it's flying." 

"This spaceship is so cool, I burst into tears in an instant." 

"I want to take an aerospace test, don't stop me from anyone." 

"Is it too late for the transition from finance to aerospace?" 

"Finance to learn, aerospace YYDS..." 

"My son said he will be an astronaut in the future." 

"My daughter too." 

"My family said to be a scientist and rejuvenate the motherland." 

The King Kong-class Chang'e slowly lifted into the sky, and then broke through the clouds under the gaze 

of countless people. 

Foreign social networking sites have exploded, analyzing how sci-fi the design of the Chang'e is. 



"Did no one notice the short-range defense artillery on the surface of the spacecraft?" 

"This is a battleship. It was born for war." 

"Impossible, this is just a transport ship, they are just going to plant potatoes on Mars." 

"Yes, Daxia is the most peace-loving country I have ever seen. It is only used to defend against 

meteorites." 

"I think the above is correct. They just go to Mars to grow potatoes, maybe tomatoes and peppers." 

"Oh, damn...I like Daxia's chili sauce." 

"Hey, buddy, me too. Do you know which chili sauce is the best?" 

"Hey, brother, I know that there is a shop selling chili sauce that is very authentic. They never fool 

foreigners with jalapenos brother, next time we can buy it together." 

The topic was so weirdly crooked to the sky, and for a while, the great summer food swept the screen. 

Someone also mentioned Daxia Food Collection, "Daxia on the Bite of the Tongue". 

Many foreigners turn on the Tucao mode, thinking that the author's update speed is too slow. 

The food mentioned in those videos, although strange, always evokes the most primitive desire to eat. 

Whenever you see those foods, saliva will accelerate secretion. 

At this time, all you have to do is take out the bread and imagine that you are participating in the party 

on the show. 

Open your mouth and bite down, close your eyes and enjoy it: "Well~~This taste...Nice!" 

Chapter 873: The red flag floats on Mars (Happy 7th Eve) 

 

 

"Out of orbit, the spacecraft data is normal." 

"The spacecraft's engine is running well and the power is normal." 

"The trailblazer's physical data is normal." 

"Communication is normal." 

"All the data is normal, the destination, Mars, is expected to arrive in Mars orbit in 46 minutes." 

"Oh~" 

Cheers broke out at the scene, and everyone applauded to celebrate this great moment. 

The spacecraft has successfully lifted off and headed for Mars. 

If there is no accident, Chang'e will successfully enter the orbit of Mars and complete the landing. 



"Okay, the celebration is over, everyone returns to work and monitors the actual situation of the 

spacecraft at any time." 

In the broadcasting hall, only busy staff can be seen. 

After about a few minutes, the camera cut into the interior of the Chang'e. 

The pioneers made their debut in front of all mankind, and Bai Shuang spoke as a representative. 

"I am very excited at the moment. If we succeed, we will become the first alien immigrants in human 

history. 

The other trailblazers are in the same mood as mine. They are already discussing matters after landing. 

After the spacecraft landed, there were a lot of things waiting for us. " 

"It doesn't sound very good. In fact, we all look forward to seeing the Martian landscape with our own 

eyes and actually stepping on the Martian soil. 

It must feel great, and I hope I can share this joy with you then, thank Vulcan for the guidance, long live 

the motherland. " 

In this speech, the total number of viewers worldwide exceeded 2.3 billion. 

Just the right to broadcast will recover the cost and make some extra money. 

No one would naively think that this broadcast is free, right? 

Advertisements are naturally indispensable, but the scrolling method is below, not the cut-screen 

interstitial. 

If you do that, you will definitely be sprayed to death, no one will be stupid at this time! 

Even the BBC, which is constantly operating on the show, will learn to be obedient. 

To say that the liveliest live broadcast on the entire network is the split-screen live broadcast of the 

small anchor. 

Not only on-site, but also real-time recording on the console. 

The scene of this meeting has been cut into the interior of the spacecraft, and she is also introducing the 

structure of the spacecraft to fans. 

"Did you see the circular air pressure door in front? There is the cockpit, which is fully enclosed. 

It is said that they want to violently open the cockpit unless the entire spacecraft is destroyed. 

The cockpit also takes into account the role of a safe escape cabin. In emergency cans, you can escape 

from the spacecraft alone. " 

"Sorry, the Doomsday Party was the one who designed the spaceship, right?" 

Seeing the barrage, Cheng Xiyu smiled: "Yes, this design is pretty irritating, but don't think it's over. 



There is also a spare escape compartment at the stern of the spacecraft, which is prepared for the crew 

and engineers... 

Ah, now the camera is switched to the function compartment, where a large number of seeds and 

animal embryos are stored. 

There are also some rooms and equipment needed for the experiment..." 

The camera shifted as the astronaut moved forward, and this time came to the warehouse. 

The tall double-leaf iron door cannot be opened by manpower. 

Only those with permission can open it after three verifications. 

It stores various goods for building an ecosystem and sustaining survival, including multifunctional space 

vehicles. 

The camera turned to the passage, and when he came back, the door was slowly opening. 

In the huge space, countless fixed shelves are full. 

The car fixed with steel cables is in the middle aisle. 

On both sides of the deepest part of the warehouse, there are a few small doors, and the enclosed room 

does not even have ventilation holes. 

"Little anchor, what is that room doing?" 

Some fans were curious about the room, guessing what valuables must be in the room. 

"That is a gravity room, which can be used to store heavy materials to ensure safety, and it can also be 

used as a prison." 

Hearing Cheng Xiyu's introduction, the barrage went crazy immediately. 

"I wipe, prison, is this going to **** the aliens?" 

"Maybe there are natives on Mars, this is for them." 

"How is it possible, this should be just a preventive measure." 

"Prepare it first, maybe it will be used someday." 

"That's right, who knows if there are other life in the universe." 

"There must be, the universe is so big, how could human beings be the only unique existence." 

"You said, what will aliens look like?" 

"Triangular head, light skin, eight arms, four legs." 

"Blue skin, blue blood man." 

"Let me say it must be an octopus man." 



"Tentacles YYDS~" 

"Alien: Are you polite?" 

"Maybe it's a fellow in Central Plains?" 

"Then ask him to make a bowl of braised noodles?" 

"middle." 

Time passed in the heated discussion among netizens, and when I came back to my mind, the spacecraft 

had arrived on Mars. 

"Fuck, I didn't feel it so fast." 

"How do you feel like a silly dick, when you are on a boat?" 

The discussion by foreign netizens was more exciting, and they praised how advanced Daxia's 

technology is. 

The few NT who wanted to provoke hatred and racism were quickly sprayed by netizens on autism. 

These guys are like bed bugs, and they are disgusting everywhere they go. 

Vulcan Command Center, the spacecraft has entered Mars orbit. 

Looking at the terrifying eye of the storm above, Chang'e began an unusually advantageous landing site. 

They need to avoid the storm and land smoothly at the scheduled landing point. 

Later, there will be 49 hours for them to build a survival pod. 

After connecting with the spacecraft, the landing was officially completed. 

"This is the Chang'e, which is about to start landing." 

"Vulcan received, Chang'e, and approved the landing." 

"Chang'e received it and began landing in 5 minutes." 

"Vulcan received, good luck to you, Chang'e." 

Listening to the communication between the console and the cockpit of the spacecraft, Qin Yu also had 

a silent communication in his mind. 

"Your imitation has become more perfect." Qin Yu. 

"Yes." Qilin. 

"Don't you know how to be humble?" Qin Yu. 

"Humility is a human virtue, and I am not a human being." Qilin. 

"...It makes sense!" Qin Yu. 



"For me, humility is tantamount to lying. The core directive prohibits me from doing this. Do I need to 

modify the directive?" Qilin. 

"No, no, that's fine." Qin Yu immediately vetoed it. 

The unicorn is hard enough now, and he has no plans to increase the difficulty for himself. 

In reality, Chang'e landed on the surface of Mars. 

The storm on the edge obstructed sight to a certain extent, but fortunately this is for ordinary people. 

Under the control of [Creator], the spacecraft landed perfectly at the predetermined location. 

"Vulcan, the Chang'e landed smoothly, we are here." 

"Congratulations, Chang'e." 

Applause rang out again in the control room, and then he went to the next work. 

A smooth landing is only the first step, the next step is the highlight. 

Out of the cabin! 

Nineteen Trailblazers put on spacesuits and began to prepare for exit. 

The bottom hatch opens, the cargo warehouse door opens, and the Yutu space vehicle harness is lifted. 

The four space vehicles drove out of the deck one after another, with their wheels rolling on the Martian 

ground. 

"Niu Bian, my big summer niu Bian!" 

"I have a brick in my eyes, long live the motherland!" 

"The great revival dream has been reversed today." 

"The national flag, where's the national flag?" 

"Here comes, haha, the long-awaited picture is coming." 

"Ha, it's really here, I really want to see the foreigner's expression." 

"Put Daxia on the public screen for me. The first flag planted by the astronauts is the red flag, which 

belongs to Daxia." 

"Daxia Niubi!" 

"Great summer is mighty, so magnificent my midsummer." 

"Great summer is mighty, so magnificent my midsummer." 

"The night of midsummer, this kicks off the curtain!" 

"I have no regrets in this life into the midsummer, and I will still be a great summer in the next life." 

"Here, we are going to plant the flag." 



"All stand up, play the national anthem, pay attention, sing..." 

"Stand up, stand up for me." 

"My backhand is just a mouth, so I knelt and watched." 

"Thank you upstairs. My dad kicked me when he saw what you said." 

"Kneel, kneel and sing for the Lord!" 

There were so many barrage that the screen was no longer visible, and Cheng Xiyu had to close the 

barrage. 

At this time, she looked solemn and excited, standing in front of the camera waiting excitedly. 

Just like the millions of citizens in front of their mobile phones, waiting for the music to sound. 

Dangdang~ 

It's coming, it's really coming. 

When the red flag was inserted on the ground, loud music sounded in the Vulcan control center. 

"Get up, people who don't want to be slaves..." 

At this moment, countless people who were watching the live broadcast stood up and sang loudly in a 

choked voice. 

Countless people have tears in their eyes, feeling gratified and proud of the prosperity of the 

motherland. 

A strong sense of pride and self-confidence. 

It is the pride and self-confidence of a nation that makes their faces full of different looks. 

It is the brilliance of the backbone of the clan, and the resonance of the force where the voices of tens of 

thousands of people gather in one place. 

Wow~ 

The flag was raised vigorously, and there were bright five stars on the red. 

The Pioneer Project is officially launched! 

... 

... 

The live broadcast was closed, but the Vulcan control center was caught in a new round of busyness. 

Next, guide the Blazers to complete the preliminary structure of the base. 

It is the common wish of all people. 

The resonance and pride in the past have made everyone full of strength. 



The body seems to be charged with energy that can't be used up. 

"Pioneer, please complete the construction of the survival chamber first, and connect it to the power 

cabin of the spacecraft." 

"The trailblazer understood and started to build a survival pod." 

"Bai Shuang, how do you feel?" Qin Yu's heart was full of excitement. 

Witness the landing of the Chang'e, the pioneers out of the cabin, and planting the flag of Daxia on 

Mars. 

The resonance and excitement from the depths of the soul are stronger than ever. 

The body trembled slightly uncontrollably, and every cell seemed to exude joy. 

"Very good, it is desolate and beautiful!" Bai Shuang's voice came. 

"Be sure to always pay attention to the physical and emotional conditions of the playersThe Blazers 

understand." 

"Bai Shuang, I am Bai Ze, you are doing very well. I am proud of you." 

"Me too." Bai Shuang's self-confidence made the control room staff roar with laughter. 

Why didn't she find out before, she still has humorous cells. 

"What are you going to eat tonight, I think you should celebrate." Zhang Wei picked up the microphone. 

"No, instructor Zhang, don't even want to set us up. No one will stop before finishing the construction of 

the survival cabin." 

Hearing a satisfactory answer, Zhang Wei responded with a smile: "The answer is correct, Comrade Bai 

Shuang." 

"Of course, I was nurtured by you." This emotional intelligence is absolutely irresistible. 

Chapter 874: Family Investment 

 

 

At the beginning of October, the eyes of the whole world were still focused on Mars. 

Today, the first part of the Mars ecosystem, the survival capsule will be officially put into use. 

The trailblazers are undergoing final installation tests, and they have been working continuously for 36 

hours. 

"I seem to see an elf." 

"That's an illusion caused by lack of oxygen, you should change your oxygen." 

"You said, what does the Martian air taste like?" 



"I guess it's hot pot meat." 

"Eating hot pot tonight, who is against?" 

"I!" 

"The objection is invalid. That's it. Hurry up. It will be done in a while." 

"The detection of the air pressure valve is complete, and the automatic thermostat is normal." 

"The inner circulation is normal!" 

"There is no leakage, and the oxygen content is rising." 

"The pressure relief valve is normal." 

"Everything is normal, first entry into the cabin." 

"Entering the cabin is complete, ready to open the helmet!" 

In front of Bai Shuang's personal camera, Mo Wen was nervously unlocking the pressure valve of the 

helmet. 

Puff~ 

Mo Wen, who unconsciously held his breath, took off his helmet and took a deep breath under the 

attention of everyone and all mankind: "It's okay, haha..." 

"Report to Vulcan, the survival cabin is built, we are going to have dinner." 

"Congratulations, Trailblazer, enjoy your meal!" 

Congratulations from the command center made the Blazers smile with joy. 

Looking at each other, Bai Shuang suddenly said: "You have to prepare first, and there is one more thing 

for me to do." 

After leaving the cabin, Bai Shuang found a national flag from the spaceship again. 

Climb the stairs along the edge to the top of the survival cabin and hang it on the central signal antenna. 

Since then, the opening of this operation has been drawn to a satisfactory end. 

The court station, for the popular science and technical analysis of the Vulcan operation, opened a 

number of conversation columns. 

Engineers from the Academy of Sciences and Vulcan Aerospace Exploration Company made their debut 

in the public. 

Including Zhang Wei's quilt, it also appeared in major mainstream channels. 

It showed people the advanced system and state-owned power of my country's independent research 

and development industry. 

In the field of space exploration, we are at the forefront of the world. 



At the corner of the times, there is a wonderful technical go-ahead that no one can match. 

The bald eagle is in mourning in China. 

Not only did their space program fail one after another, the lives and deaths of the astronauts are 

unknown. 

The protest team grew stronger and opposed to the next exploration plan. 

Even worse, the key material for this space program comes from Daxia. 

However, some politicians still shamelessly preach the great bald eagle, long live the free country. 

Where's the face? 

Everyday diss Daxia, but the space program requires Daxia Enterprise's support. 

You treat all citizens as sand sculptures, single-cell brainless, right? 

For the time being, the freedom and greatness of the bald eagle is alive, but Daxia is full of enthusiasm. 

The public pays close attention to the progress of the Vulcan Project, the construction of the ecosystem 

and the exact time of the second immigration every day. 

After the pioneers completed the construction of the survival cabin, the court announced the second 

flight immigration plan. 

In general, within 10 months, it is expected that immigration will be realized in the middle of 2026 in a 

real sense. 

However, the immigration requirements of the previous periods were higher. 

Only special talents are recruited from the society, and they must have a strong skill to be included in 

the candidate list. 

Want to spend money on Mars, no way! 

Construction workers, welders, fitters, wild survival experts, mathematicians, geographers, biologists, 

etc. are all included. 

On the contrary, politicians were directly excluded. 

This is the requirement of Vulcan Aerospace Exploration Company, and politicians are not allowed to 

land on Mars in the early stage. 

So as not to cause bureaucracy on the new planet. 

The governance of the Mars ecosystem will be assisted by pioneers and Kirin AI. 

Until the completion of the entire ecosystem, it will have a certain social posture. 

Only through the application of civil servants, they will be included in the national system. 

To this end, Bai Ze argued with the rationale several times. 



In the end, they were all suppressed by Qin Yu. No one said anything about it. Vulcan Space Exploration 

said it. 

The spaceship was built by it, and it is up to it whether or not it can be boarded. 

Zhang Wei has recently been busy and dizzy. There are all kinds of seminars, interviews and closed-door 

meetings. 

But no matter who it is, he cannot persuade him to let go of restraint! 

People's concerns have gradually returned to life. 

For ordinary people, immigration to aliens is too far away, and there is not even an intuitive perception 

and feeling. 

After the boom, that's actually the case. 

Compared to Vulcan Project, the game is still more fun. 

"Ghost", the bears broke into it, bringing a new experience to the game. 

At the same time, it was discovered that the King Kong-class cruiser in the game is basically the same as 

the Chang'e that is going to Mars this time. 

Not only the appearance, but also the published data are almost the same. 

All kinds of popular science gods appeared one after another, talking about the various connections 

between the monsters and reality. 

The Bald Eagle authorities have also noticed that in the agreements reached between Barrow and Daxia, 

the words Miracle Technology Network will always appear. 

The key point is also the two words "Golden Demon". 

This makes them have to wonder why a game has such a big charm. 

BlackRock is the one who knows it best, and it has organized professional staff to enter the game to 

start activities. 

For this reason, BlackRock has set up a special "Network Department," with only the same work content. 

Play the game and hand over the proceeds from the game to the company. 

The monthly salary is as high as 20,000 US dollars, which caused an uproar in the industry. 

Although I need to travel to Daxia, the monthly salary of 20,000 US dollars is too tempting. 

Because of "The Scary Demon", Hudu was overcrowded for a while, and foreigners from all over the 

world gathered here. 

Hotel room prices and housing rental prices are rising steadily! 

A room of 40 square meters, 8,000 yuan a month. 

It's not in the city center yet, it's outrageous! 



But even so, it's still in short supply... 

Rents in the suburbs have soared by 600% for six months in a row. 

For a time, money seemed to become waste paper. 

More and more worthless... 

The supply of VR equipment is even more in short supply. 

Not only domestic ones, but also foreign ones. 

Many organizations buy back VR equipment and want to copy them. 

Among them are penguins! 

But the final result is often that the entire system burns down after disassembling the core 

motherboard. 

This cutting-edge confidentiality mechanism almost made the major institutions nauseous. 

MD, I just opened it and took a look. 

If nothing was done, the motherboard and wiring were all burned out. 

Nothing can be seen except a pile of scraps. 

Do you want to be so excessive? 

But for Miracle Technology Networks, whenever they hear this kind of gossip, they have to celebrate 

with joy. 

What I want is this kind of effect, I want to imitate it, I'm sick of you! 

Time flies, the blink of an eye is close to the end of the year. 

The progress of the Vulcan project has also come to an end, and the structure of the entire ecosystem is 

basically completed. 

The scanning and exploration of Mars has also been gradually completed. 

The air purification project has also been officially put into operation. 

Changing the ecological environment of the entire planet cannot be accomplished overnight. 

It takes a long time to accumulate. 

Trailblazers have also become accustomed to life on Mars, but occasionally they still feel a little lonely. 

Man is a social group creature, separated from the big society. 

The small society formed on Mars cannot satisfy the spiritual needs. 

However, compared to the Vulcan project. 

The space battle in "Ghost" is even more eye-catching! 



The First Fleet formed by the Church of Miracle Science has officially launched exploration and research 

on surrounding planets. 

And to help destroy the monsters on the planet. 

In space, the encounter with the monster army officially started. 

Players put their hearts and souls into it and dedicate their own strength to the church. 

At the same time, various renovation projects have been launched frequently. 

The Healing Institute has made a breakthrough in the study of the emperor and members of the 

imperial power armed forces. 

Change the ecological structure from the genetic level, with stronger power, faster speed, stronger 

adaptability and self-healing ability. 

It made countless players crazy, hoping to become a beneficiary of genetic modification. 

When in reality, someone shows strong self-healing ability. 

The whole society is boiling over it, and "Ghost" can no longer be defined as a simple immersive game. 

That is a brand new world! 

… 

… 

On New Year's Eve, Qin Yu and his family made dumplings in the kitchen. 

Today's Qin's house is a bit lively, and the whole family of aunt, aunt and uncle are here. 

The family gathered in the kitchen, chatting in full swing about the harvest and experience of the year, 

and the atmosphere was harmonious and weird. 

After making the dumplings, his cousin Zhang Yue called Qin Yu aside. 

Give the report he made to Qin Yu, wanting to hear his opinion. 

Set up a "Ghost" themed internet cafe to provide players with high-quality services and organize 

activities to bring players together for exploration and exploration. 

Qin Yu felt that this matter was indeed a matter of fact. 

"Yes, brother, have you chosen the place?" Qin Yu closed the report. 

"I've looked at a few places and haven't been sure yet." Zhang Yue said with a smile. 

"Then choose the address as soon as possible, how much does it cost?" Qin Yu asked the key question 

sharply. 

Invest! 



"My mother can give me 1 million, and there is a shortage of funds... about 3 million." Zhang Yue was a 

little embarrassed. 

"I invested 5 million and paid it off in five years. Are there any problems?" Qin Yu asked decisively. 

"Five years." Zhang Yue showed a thoughtful look. 

He is really considering whether he can pay off the money in five years. 

If there is no hope, he will not readily agree. 

Credibility is accumulated bit by bit, and talking about it will only lose the trust of others in yourself. 

"No problem!" After thinking twice, Zhang Yue felt that he could pay off the money. 

According to his estimates, the gross profit for a year is around 2 million. 

In 5 years, it should be able to pay off the investment of 5 million. 

"Xiaoyu, how does UU reading www.uukanshu.com count interest?" Zhang Yue asked. 

"Don't talk about interest, just repay the principal." Qin Yu picked up the phone and clicked on it a few 

times. 

After a while, Zhang Yue’s mobile phone sent a short message alert tone. 

Open it and take a look, 5 million credited! 

"Thank you, Xiaoyu, I will definitely do it well." Zhang Yue said with emotion. 

At this moment, he really realized the power of family affection. 

He is also full of enthusiasm. This time, he will go all out to make the Internet cafe bigger and stronger. 

Strive to build a career for yourself. 

The eldest brother can’t be much worse than the younger brother, isn’t it? 

Chapter 875: You are very locomotive 

 

 

The lively Qin's villa. 

Qin Yu sat in the corner and looked at the laughing and chatting crowd, feeling peaceful inside. 

The cognition of emotions has become weaker with the passage of time. 

Qin Yu didn't want to become a ruthless person. 

What's too much forgiveness, what fun is there in life. 

Therefore, he is trying his best to integrate himself into the joy of life. 



Feel more about family, friendship, and love, keep the emotions active, and keep the human side. 

This is also the reason why he has become more compliant with his relatives. 

The maintenance of family affection can make him have more human characteristics! 

After eating the dumplings, the mother-sama churned together a table of mahjong. 

The juniors played their own roles. Brother Yu sat on the sofa and used his mobile phone to contact the 

business. 

He is very busy every Chinese New Year. 

Not at work, purely active in private life... 

The women have all gone home, and even Lu Qing, who stayed behind in Xiawa Village, rushed back to 

celebrate the New Year. 

The time was emptied all of a sudden, so Brother Yu couldn't arrange it! 

Fortunately, "Reunion with his family" is an excellent excuse, so that he does not have to worry about 

the appearance of the eight games in a day. 

If this is arranged...it's crazy! 

Fortunately, the express delivery industry is now well-developed, and all kinds of errand services are 

simply wonderful ideas. 

Place orders with Kylin, and all women’s New Year gifts are arranged. 

In Xinwei, Brother Yu is even more straightforward. 

Stop talking nonsense, just send money. 

1,314,520, arrange for Ye Jinlan first. 

Is she short of this money? 

There is certainly no shortage, but this is a kind of attitude of Brother Yu. 

The meaning of the expression is also very simple: I have you in my heart! 

Since leaving the abandoned city last time, Ye Jinlan has become passive and silent. 

The engagement to Lu Qing hit her more severely than Qin Yu thought. 

After finding out, Brother Yu was already preparing a gift for her. 

Fortunately, the most indispensable thing in his hand is diamonds, and the warehouse is full of these 

things. 

The production speed of [Creator] can't keep up with the collection speed of Xihe. 

Nowadays, if someone goes to observe the Diamond Star. 



You will find that it has been dug out of a concave surface, which is a pity that the world is concerned 

about the goal. 

Now they are all on the moon and Mars. 

Diamond Star, this kind of gimmick has a trick... 

Just as the Spring Festival Gala was about to begin, Ye Jinlan heard someone knock on the door outside. 

"Who, at this time?" Ye Jinlan walked outside the house in surprise. 

Looking through the camera, Ye Jinlan found that the runner outside was a beautiful takeaway runner. 

"Is there anything?" Ye Jinlan pressed the call button. 

"Hello, is this Ms. Ye? I have an order that belongs to you. It was sent by Mr. Qin Yu." 

"Qin Yu... the door is open." Ye Jinlan pressed the open button and pushed the door open. 

After taking the shipment from the runner, Ye Jinlan thanked the other party, and returned to the house 

with some curiosity. 

At this time, Qin Yu asked someone to send something... New Year's gift? 

Ye Jinlan's heart couldn't help but become active, eyes full of expectation, "What could it be?" 

After unpacking the outer wrapping paper, Ye Jinlan put the box on the table. 

While taking a deep breath, gently push it away. 

Bright~ 

The huge diamond sphere comes into view, just like the magic crystal described in the magical world. 

Under the beautiful halo, faint water waves rippling gently. 

Ye Jinlan lost her voice due to the incomparably beautiful scenery... 

So beautiful! 

No one can resist its charm, not even Ye Jinlan, who has a large collection of diamonds. 

She never thought that diamonds could be so beautiful! 

Like a dream and fantasy, stunningly beautiful... 

It satisfies all the girl's fantasy about jewelry, and makes her dream come true. 

At this moment, the inner loss and depression seemed to be dispelled by the light reflected by the 

diamond. 

Ye Jinlan's face once again revealed a bright smile. 

… 

… 



"It's done!" Seeing Ye Jinlan's screen-swiping emoji, Qin Yu knew it was okay. 

Look at the message from other women, huh~ 

The four seas are flat, then waves... 

After a while, Qin Yu suddenly saw an unexpected reply. 

Little lazy cat, it was so difficult for her to have a holiday today. 

New Year, isn’t it going to be on stage? 

"This time it's the reserve team. Because the arrangements are usually too tight, the regular members 

get half a month of vacation {tip smile}." Lazy Cat. 

"Where are you?" Qin Yu. 

"At home, I miss you so much. {Poor}" Lazy Cat. 

"Wait for me." Qin Yu. 

Turning off the phone, Qin Yu greeted Master Mother and went out. 

"This dead boy, what are you running around on New Year's Eve?" Liang Chuyu said with some worry. 

"Xiao Yu is so promising, what are you worried about? There must be something important." 

"Yes, second sister, you should also let go...Kong, just let it go." 

"Eh, why did I shoot this out? No way, no way." 

"Eldest sister, without the regret card, give money to money..." 

After closing the garage door, Qin Yu drove the big G out and drove straight to the warehouse area of 

Kuafu Technology. 

When he arrived, Xi He was already waiting inside. 

In 50 minutes, when Qin Yu reappeared, he was already in Hudu, next to the rooftop swimming pool at 

Seaview One. 

"Thank you, Kirin, you can let it continue to work." Qin Yu patted the body of Xi He and walked out with 

a big smile. 

"You are welcome, maybe you should buy yourself a private jet." Kirin. 

"Don't you think Xihe is more convenient?" Qin Yu. 

"But you can't always do this, it has work to do." Qilin. 

"Okay, okay, send me the drawing of Xihe, and I will let Vulcan build a transport plane." Qin Yu. 

"To pick up girls?" Qilin. 

"When did you learn to complain." Qin Yu. 



"Of course not, this is to promote miracles!" Qin Yu. 

"But the number of your followers has always been passive growth." Qilin. 

"...You are a locomotive!" Qin Yu. 

Forced to end the topic, Qin Yu glanced at the weather forecast, and it hasn't been raining in recent 

days. 

Lamborghini's 100th birthday, bring it to you! 

With the hood open and the sea breeze blowing, Qin Yu drove towards Su Jiang. 

When the lazy cat was about to give up and couldn't help but want to call him, two long and one short 

horns sounded outside. 

"Mom, I went out to shoot." Lazy cat drooped his slippers and rushed to the door. 

Ma Lan turned her head back curiously, and shouted: "What cannons to use, don't you know that 

fireworks and firecrackers are forbidden?" 

"This kid, why did you run so fast?" Dad Lan scolded with a smile. 

"Did someone just honked the horn?" Ma Lan's thoughts turned, thinking of the previous honking 

sound. 

It sounds a bit like a countersign, she did it when she was young. 

However, it was a bicycle bell at that time. 

No, she has to go and see... 

Standing in front of the window, open the curtain a slit. 

Ma Lan saw the convertible supercar parked at the door of the cabin, "Whose car is this?" 

"What's the matter?" Dad Lan also leaned over, squinting his eyes and looking out. 

"Oh, the car is pretty good." Man, there is no one who doesn't love cars. 

Seeing the 100th birthday, Dad Lan's eyes narrowed into a slit, wanting to see more clearly. 

The corners of the mouth are raised, and the smile is very happy! 

But then, the smile solidified on his face. 

I saw my baby girl rushed out of the building and trot all the way to the supercar. 

Pull the car door very naturally and sit in the co-pilot. 

Then, the two heads are very close! 

"..." The couple looked at each other, their expressions very embarrassing. 

This, when did the daughter fall in love. 



Didn’t you say that you have no objects and can’t care about dancing all day long? 

No, you have to ask carefully. 

"I'll make a call." Dad Lan felt dazzling as he watched, and his heart twitched. 

It happened so suddenly, the picture was too beautiful to stand. 

"What kind of call?" Ma Lan grabbed him, and said out of anger: "Will you make a call, what do you 

say?" 

"I say…" 

Dad Lan thought for a moment, and said, "I'll let him bring people up and have a look, okay?" 

Mother Lan, who had just stopped her, let go. 

Bring people home, I think it will work. 

"I'll change my clothes, and come over after you call." Lan Ma walked to the bedroom in a rush. 

Outside the community, a deep kiss almost made the lazy cat breathless. 

He was resting his head on Qin Yu's shoulders, his chest undulating and panting. 

The corner of his eyes was already smiling into a crescent moon, and the joy from the heart overflowed 

on his face. 

"Why are you so fast?" Lan Yue asked curiously. 

"Because I miss you, I flew over with a swish." Qin Yu exaggerated deliberately. 

Looking up at him, Lazy Cat smiled sweetly. 

There is no doubt about what he said. 

Even if it sounds exaggerated and completely illogical, Lazy Cat is willing to believe it. 

Because, nothing is more important than just being right in front of him. 

Buzzing~ 

The phone vibrated, Lazy Cat picked it up and looked at it and hung up decisively. 

"Why don't you pick up?" Qin Yu asked amused. 

"It's my dad, he must have seen it." Lazy cat raised his head and looked in the direction of home. 

The gap in the middle of the curtain, which hadn't been there before. 

"Didn't you tell your family?" Qin Yu said. 

"I don't want to say." Lazy cat smiled and shook his head. 

Seeing her still happy performance, Qin Yu rubbed her head affectionately, feeling guilty in her heart. 



Not to mention the lazy cat, it is probably because of him! 

See the parents, urge marriage. 

These are things that Qin Yu can't give... 

From the standpoint of the lazy cat, he can't solve the matter for the time being. 

Therefore, it is better not to talk about it and wait until the conclusion is reached. 

As for how long it will take, Lazy Cat has never thought about it. 

Why do you want to think about such a complicated and long-term thing now? 

Live happily every day, okay? 

This is the lazy cat, and her cutest part. 

Always kind, simple, happy... 

"If it's convenient, I will invite my uncles and aunts to eat tomorrow?" Qin Yu touched her cheek as she 

watched her hang up again. UU reading www.uukanshu. com 

??? 

The lazy cat blinked, and the curious baby said, "What do you want to say?" 

"Say you are my girlfriend!" Qin Yu smiled. 

Lazy Cat tilted her head and smiled sweetly: "Then what if they ask about marriage?" 

"I'm still young, let's talk at the right time." Qin Yu responded. 

Nodded, the lazy cat put his fingers on the corners of his mouth and asked: "When is the right time?" 

She is not asking for her parents, but she is also very curious. 

Qin Yu's "timing," is it true or a perfunctory excuse? 

Could it be that he wants to marry them all? 

Chapter 876: Door-to-door ceremony 

 

 

"When it appears, you will naturally know." Qin Yu did not answer directly. 

In fact, he thought about this question in his mind. 

After all, with time and age. 

This is a problem that cannot be circumvented! 

For Qin Yu, there are two solutions. 



One is only for weddings, without getting a certificate. 

one is… 

After the success of the Vulcan project, Qin Yu's idea was inspired. 

Hold a wedding on an extraterrestrial, such as Mars or the moon. 

Although I have a general idea in my mind, I haven't made a final decision. 

Qin Yu didn't plan to tell Lazy Cat first, so as not to disappoint her in the end. 

Compared with the initial loss, give hope and then destroy it. 

More cruel... 

"Yeah." Lazy Cat nodded happily, arched his head into his arms and stopped asking. 

Just trust him, because he has never let himself down. 

After staying warm for a while, Qin Yu suddenly said: "It's time to go back, I will come again tomorrow." 

"I want to stay a while." Lazy cat looked at him pitifully. 

Shaving her nose with her fingers, Qin Yu joked: "If you don't go back, it's time for aunt and uncle to 

come down and arrest someone." 

Lazy Cat was about to refute, the phone in his hand vibrated again. 

"Hey, Dad...I'm back now." Lazy Cat hung up quickly without giving Dad Lan a chance to speak. 

He kissed him with a smirk, jumped out of the car and ran towards the community. 

"Pay attention to safety on the road, I'll go back first." Seeing her running back, Qin Yu's eyes were soft. 

How can such a lazy cat live up to it? 

Hum~ 

The engine roared, and Qin Yu drove to the city center. 

It is obviously unrealistic to go back to Hudu again. He will live here today. When he meets his parents 

tomorrow, he will take the lazy cat back with him. 

Ringling~ 

Before the wine arrived, the call from the mother came. 

After connecting the headset, Qilin has already connected him: "Hey, Mom." 

"Why haven't you come back in the middle of the night?" Liang Chuyu was a little worried, and asked, 

"It's okay, right?" 

"What can you do for the New Year's Eve? It's socializing. I am going to Hudu now!" Qin Yu said. 

The phone was silent for an instant, and the son was still at home a few hours ago. 



In the blink of an eye, people crossed to Shanghai. 

"You went to Hudu...Will you come back during the Chinese New Year?" Liang Chuyu tried to complain, 

but held back. 

The son said that there is socializing, which is definitely important. 

Otherwise, it would not be possible to fly to Hudu on New Year's Eve. 

"I'll go back in a few days, don't worry, it's okay..." 

"You don't know how to entertain women, right?" 

"Haha, sleepy, let's not talk about it, mom, love you, good night." 

Gagging and hung up the phone, Brother Yu wiped the non-existent cold sweat on his forehead. 

Xin said, "A woman's sixth sense is too unscientific." 

On the other end of the phone, Liang Chuyu, who was holding the phone, laughed and scolded: "Smelly 

boy, I must have gone to see some woman again." 

But cursing, Liang Chuyu really has no good way. 

No matter what, she is also a big son of her own, she can still be tied to her side to see that it is 

impossible. 

"When you see the world more often, you will be relieved when you get married." Self-comforting said a 

few words. 

Look at the dozing trumpet on the sofa. 

Liang Chuyu's head hurts even more, and there is no one in this family that makes her worry. 

The next day, Brother Yu woke up early. 

After running two laps around the hotel, there was no one on the street. 

Back to the hotel to rinse, put on clean clothes, Qin Yu checked out and left. 

"Kylin, search for the largest gold store nearby." The navigation automatically pops up, marking the 

target to confirm the navigation. 

When I arrived at the gate of the Jindian, I just started to clean the inside. 

However, as soon as Qin Yu came straight toward his shop, the manager immediately greeted him. 

The convertible supercar parked on the side of the road is the best business card. 

"Sir, what would you like to see?" the shop manager asked with a smile. 

"For the elders, necklaces and bracelets." Qin Yu said. 

"Please come here." The store manager turned to the counter, leading him to look at the necklace first. 



Qin Yu quickly picked a necklace with a large flower pendant. The chain was of moderate thickness and 

did not deliberately count the grams. 

The necklace is not as thick as possible, and it is not the big brother with a flower arm, so you have to 

walk sideways. 

Good matching is the key! 

After that, when he went to the bracelet area, Qin Yu caught the ancient hand-carved gold bracelet at a 

glance. 

It is carved with Sanskrit and Buddha's head, which is beautiful and has the meaning of protecting 

peace. 

"That's it." The solid bracelet was very heavy, and Qin Yu satisfactorily asked the other party to take out 

a pair and install it. 

The two bracelets total 118.6 grams, and the necklace totals 26.3 grams. 

Today, the price of gold is 680 yuan/gram, and the manual fee is 35 yuan per gram. The total price is 

103.603 yuan. 

Seeing the price, Qin Yu frowned. 

This made the store manager's heart chuckle, and he said, "Is this too expensive?" 

Following Qin Yu's request, let her know that she was thinking too much. 

The eldest brother is not too expensive, but too cheap. 

"Are there any gold bricks?" The store manager knew that today's performance was about to explode. 

The gold bricks are not gold bars. 

One kilogram of standard, one piece is 680,000 yuan. 

Will the first quarter performance reach the target? 

"We don't have BRICS ready-made in our store, but we can adjust it for you and deliver it in half an 

hour!" 

"What specifications?" Qin Yu is not a novice when he buys gold bricks. 

At first it was a kilogram standard, and then I bought more, which was too small a hassle. 

They are all replaced with 10KG gold bricks, which are decent enough to hold them in their hands. 

Hearing that Qin Yu asked for the 10KG standard, the store manager smiled and said hurriedly: "Wait a 

moment, I'll call and ask. 

Xiao Li, make a cup of tea for brother, good tea, you guys close the store first, not picking up customers 

for the time being. " 

After a cup of tea, the manager came back with accurate information. 



Five yuan can be transferred within half an hour of 10KG. If Qin Yu can wait, another five yuan can be 

transferred later. 

Qin Yu naturally didn't have that time when listening to the other party saying that he had to wait until 

the afternoon. 

"Five yuan is OK, half an hour?" Qin Yu glanced at his watch. 

"It's definitely there in half an hour, but, brother..." the store manager said a little embarrassed: "We 

have to make a decision here." 

"You also know that it is troublesome to call back these tens of millions of gold bricks once, and there 

are regulations at the headquarters." 

"Swipe!" Nothing nonsense, Qin Yu put the card on the counter. 

Such a refreshing behavior stunned the store manager. 

The masked person took the card, and only came to his senses when he swiped the phone: "More than 

30 million yuan, which is more enjoyable than I spent 100 yuan." 

"Sister, did the customer really buy it?" a salesperson asked curiously. 

"I bought it, no, just let me swipe the card, without any extra words." The store manager smiled bitterly 

while holding the POS machine. 

It was obviously a good thing, but the other party's attitude suddenly made her realize how unfair life is. 

34 million, that's 34 million! 

I have to eat or drink for many years to make such a large sum of money. 

But people... less than 20 minutes into the door, just spend it. 

This person is really incomparable! 

34 million, paid in full. 

Qin Yu was sitting in the store, with five or six salespeople waiting for the gold bricks to arrive with him. 

During the 26 minutes, tea was poured and cigarettes were again passed, and Qin Yu's identity was 

beaten side by side. 

Learned that he was going to his girlfriend's house and used gold bricks as a door-to-door gift. 

The salesmen on the scene were totally jealous... 

I lost it, the door-to-door is more than 30 million yuan to meet up. 

What kind of family, god? 

At this time, the **** truck to deliver the gold bricks arrived. 

Three silver boxes were placed on the counter, two boxes each containing two pieces, and one 

containing the last piece. 



A total of five yuan, 50KG. 

Qin Yu took the plastic-sealed gold bricks and squeezed them one by one with his hands. Uncle asked 

the other party to help load the car. 

After letting him go to the co-pilot, Qin Yu said "thank you," to the store manager, turning around and 

driving towards Lazy Cat's house. 

Only the desolate store manager and a group of salesmen were left, and he looked at the shadow of him 

going away eagerly. 

The exhausted and bewildered heart, I only feel that I will never love in this life. 

… 

… 

Lazy cat's house, Lan's mother and Lan's father got up early to clean up. 

Wipe windows, mopping the floor, fiddling with furniture. 

Obviously, the general cleaning was done just before the Chinese New Year, but this meeting will have 

to be done again. 

Let the lazy cat who wants to sleep late also have to get up and help. 

"Mom, others are easy to get along with. If you don't pay attention to these, then you don't need to dig 

under the sofa." 

Busy until more than 10 o'clock is not over, Lazy Cat, dumbfounded, wants to dissuade. 

"If you don't pay attention to people, you can't do it. This is polite, understand?" Ma Lan mumbled. 

Seeing a mark on the kitchen door, he waved his hand and said, "Go, wipe the kitchen door clean again!" 

"I..." The lazy cat was speechless, and could only walk to the kitchen with a rag. 

There was sweet joy and expectation in my heart, and I couldn't wait to see Qin Yu. 

Ringling~ 

When the phone rang, Lan Ma immediately shouted: "Yueyue, your phone, did Xiao Qin arrive?" 

"Her father, have you packed up yet?" 

"Okay, okay, don't make you so nervous, I make you nervous." 

"It's the first time someone visits Xiao Qin, so I have to show it a little bit!" 

"Yes, yes, you are right, what else is there to do." 

"By the way, rubbish, go and pour out the rubbish. I will put a new bag on it." 

Lan Yue took the phone and ran back to the room, closed the door and connected with a smile: "Hey, 

are you there yet?" 



Standing by the window, Lan Yue looked down and saw at a glance the centennial birthday that was 

entering the door. 

So the blinking convertible supercar, it's hard not to see it. 

"Building 3 1101, yes... I'll pick you up." After hanging up the phone, the lazy cat ran out the door. 

"Is it here?" Lan Ma asked. 

"Well, I'm downstairs, I'll pick him up." Lazy cat changed his shoes and ran out. 

"Okay, slow down, don't worry." Mother Lan said with a smile, but couldn't help rubbing her hands a 

few times. 

When I get back to my senses, UU read www.uukanshu. Com saw the hem of the crumpled clothes, and 

hurriedly walked to the bedroom: "Look at my memory, that suit..." 

Downstairs, Qin Yu carried the suitcase provided by the Jindian, carrying a few skin care products in one 

hand, and walked towards Building 3. 

At the door of the building, the lazy cat was running from the elevator. 

"Why do you bring so many things, I'll help you." Lazy Cat went to carry the suitcase as he said, but Qin 

Yu didn't dare to let go. 

It's 50KG inside, so she didn't even mention it. 

Don't see the parents, the waist flashed to her first. 

"Don't grab it, I'll do it, you can mention this." Give her the skin care products, and Qin Yu took her to 

the elevator together. 

Looking at the lazy cat's happy smiling face, Qin Yu couldn't help lowering his head and pouting, and said 

with a smirk: "It's so fragrant!" 

Chapter 877: In addition to satisfaction, or satisfaction 

 

 

"Uncle, Auntie, Happy New Year." As soon as he walked in, Qin Yu asked the old man a happy new year. 

"Well, the boy is so handsome and energetic." Lan's mother fell in love with the boy at a glance. 

Handsome, energetic, stiff body, and reliable at first glance. 

"Xiao Qin, come in and sit, don't block the door his mother," Dad Lan greeted. 

"Yes, yes, look at me, patronizing and happy." 

Ma Lan said happily, reaching out to pick up the box in his hand. 

"Auntie, I'm here, this one is a bit heavy." Qin Yu said. 



"I'm coming." Dad Lan followed. 

Qin Yu couldn't help but exhorted: "Then be careful." 

"Haha, uncle, I'm young... oops!" Dad Lan said how heavy he could be, and he was almost staggered 

when he passed his hand. 

Fortunately, Brother Yu was prepared and helped to hold it. 

This didn't make Dad Lan embarrassed. 

Touching his nose, Dad Lan grinned: "What is this thing, so heavy?" 

"A little greeting." Qin Yu said and put the box in the corner. 

"Xiao Qin is too polite, come here and bring any gifts." 

Ma Lan has helped the lazy cat by putting skin care products in the corner. 

The poured hot tea was served on the table, melon seeds and fruit plates were placed, and Qin Yu was 

greeted enthusiastically for a taste. 

Seeing him still standing there, Lan's mother hurriedly said: "Don't stand, sit, sit down and talk." 

"Thank you Auntie." Qin Yu took the lazy cat and sat down together. 

The little details were seen by Lan's mother in her heart. 

This child has her own daughter in her heart, and Lan's mother feels a lot more relieved in her heart. 

She! 

Before I saw Qin Yu himself, I couldn't calm down. 

I really can't blame her, mainly because the daughter said it was too scary! 

I started the Miracle Group from scratch and served as the company's chairman and chief technology 

officer, and seemed to be in touch with him. 

The latter is based on the information on the Internet and analyzed by himself... 

That stupid girl in her own family didn't know anything except what the other party was doing. 

One question and three questions, do you say you can't be angry? 

You don’t even know what happened to your boyfriend’s company and how you became a girlfriend. 

Therefore, when Lan Ma asked her "Miracle Company really has trillions of assets?", Lazy Cat was taken 

aback by her. 

In turn asked her: "Really? No way!!" 

No way? ? ? 

Mother Lan was almost fainted by her at the time, what a big heart! 



However, this will really see people, and Lan's mother doesn't feel nervous anymore. 

The young man is gentle and very polite. 

He was also very humble when speaking, and he was not as pretentious and domineering as expected. 

Had it not been for the information in the middle of the night last night, Ma Lan could not believe that 

the young man in front of her had a net worth of hundreds of billions. 

Moreover, he did it by himself. 

so amazing! 

"Xiao Qin, how did you and Yue Yue meet?" 

After everyone was seated and drinking tea, Lan's mother naturally turned the topic to the person 

involved. 

How did the two of them know each other, how long they knew each other, and how did they feel about 

each other. 

For the future, what plans do you have in the future? 

These, the young girl who is passionately in love doesn't worry about it, but parents can worry about 

her. 

Girls' youth has only been there for a few years, so Lan's mother naturally wants her daughter to have a 

good home. 

Qin Yu's conditions must have exceeded her expectations in every respect. 

But Mother Lan only worries about one thing: whether it can be fruitful. 

"This, in fact, we two met through a friend's introduction..." Thinking of the scene of the first meeting, 

Qin Yu looked at the lazy cat. 

The eyes of both of them were full of smiles, and a bit of shyness made the lazy cat instinctively rest his 

head on his shoulder. 

Rubbing his shoulder happily, waiting for the lover's caress! 

Touching her head with his hand, Qin Yu recounted how the two got to know each other and how they 

walked to this day. 

Many details were naturally deleted in the middle. For example, Li Wanxing became an ordinary 

roommate + matchmaker. 

Ma Lan was laughing the whole time, not because Qin Yu said. 

But what she saw with her eyes was the heat when Xiao Qin and her daughter faced each other, the 

care and delicacy between actions. 

As a woman, these are the little details that best reflect whether a man cares about the women around 

him. 



That's why Lan's mother laughed... 

"Really? That's true. The kid Yueyue is also true. She kept hiding from us and didn't tell us, so I and her 

dad were worried. 

Will she spend all her time on dancing a day? Marriage is out of the question. " 

"Lazy~Yueyue is so good, there is never a lack of suitors around, but I have to be careful every day to 

guard against the appearance of competitors. 

Auntie, don’t you know, I’m so heartbroken for this..." 

Qin Yu pours bitterness to Lan's mother, and the second person is always excited and laughs wanton. 

Who doesn't like to hear people boast about their children's excellence, especially when this word 

comes out of Qin Yu's mouth. 

The rich generation like him must also guard against competitors with trepidation, for fear that Yueyue 

will be abducted. 

Even if she knew that this was deliberately making herself happy, Lan's mother couldn't stop laughing. 

"You kid, you're so good at talking... Let's eat at home at noon, and Auntie will prepare good dishes for 

you." 

Ma Lan glanced at the time it was not early, and she was going to cook lunch when she got up. 

Qin Yu was not polite, nodded and said, "That's great, I eat out all day, and I want to eat some home-

cooked meals every day." 

"Auntie, what can I do to help." Qin Yu rolled up his sleeves and got up to follow. 

"Sit down, come here for the first time, how can you come." Dad Lan stopped him directly and followed 

him into the kitchen. 

After the two elders were gone, Qin Yu sat back next to Lazy Cat again. 

Raised an eyebrow to her and asked: "How is it, is it okay?" 

Lazy Cat smiled and put his head on his arm and nodded happily. 

This is the first time she has seen it, Qin Yu will take the initiative to lower her head to deliberately 

please others. 

And all this is for myself. 

Lazy cat understands in his heart, how can he not be moved and unhappy? 

He is always so considerate, tolerant of his shortcomings, and take care of himself. 

Whenever I think of Qin Yu's all-round care and care, Lazy Cat asks himself in his heart: "Did you save the 

galaxy in your last life?" 

At the same time, he didn't care so much about his small faults. 



Qin Yu couldn't hold his heart, other women understood the truth. 

Is it because she doesn't understand? 

It's not that the lazy cat doesn't understand, but just doesn't want to understand, and doesn't care! 

No one is perfect, everyone has more or less flaws. 

Qin Yu treats her well, sometimes even she herself feels too much, and there is nothing unacceptable 

for a small flaw. 

As for the future... 

Qin Yu also said that he would have a way. 

What the lazy cat has to do is just trust him as always. 

In this state where all problems will be solved only by being petted by others, the lazy cat is willing to fall 

into it for a lifetime. 

Even if there is one day... 

Qin Yu couldn't solve this problem, and Lazy Cat was willing to follow him. 

Compared to that piece of paper, being with him is more important. 

As long as he thinks about it, he may disappear in his own life. 

The piercing pain swept across the body, even breathing... 

From that moment on, Lazy Cat was clearly aware... 

For myself, what is the most important! 

"What do you want to make after lunch." Qin Yu held her palm and gently fiddled with her fingers to 

play. 

After finally being able to rest, Qin Yu plans to relax with her during this time. 

By the way, go to check your body again, and ask Doctor Zhu to do bone setting and dredge your 

muscles and collaterals! 

It takes many years of maintenance to see the effect... 

The older you are, the more you can see the effect of maintenance. It is better not to do it once or twice 

a year. 

Qin Yu felt that in the future, he could open a SPA conservatory in the City of Miracles. 

Specially responsible for maintaining skin and repairing damage for women, so that they will stay young 

forever. 

Just be willing to spend a lot of money and rely on existing biotechnology. 

It is still possible to stay young forever... 



Besides, there are still brothers Yu and Miracle Pharmaceutical, so I will go back and buy a few formulas 

in the mall. 

Is eternal youth a problem? 

At this moment, Yu Ge selectively ignored the seven-digit belief value behind those formulas. 

It seems that the love of beauty is not just a human characteristic. 

"I want to go to the amusement park, I have to watch a movie, have a big meal, and... be with you." 

In short, Lazy Cat just wants to stay with him, it doesn't matter what he does. 

"Okay, let's finish what you want to do first, and then in the hotel..." Qin Yu muttered while biting his 

ear. 

I saw the lazy cat's face became redder and redder. 

The eyes turned into a pool of spring water, rippling spring water. 

"Bad guy, ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!" Lazy Cat opened his mouth and bit his shoulder, grunting reluctantly. 

This bad guy always likes weird tunes. 

But... I really like him! 

For lunch, Lan's father and Lan's mother prepared a very rich meal. 

Twelve dishes, six meat and six vegetables, seven hot and five cold, the staple food is dumplings filled 

with mushrooms and seafood. 

Dad Lan opened a brand new bottle of Wuliangye and wanted to drink two glasses with him. 

Brother Yu didn't refuse anyone, and took the bottle and poured it on Dad Lan, and then looked at Ma 

Lan: "Auntie also drinks less. Happy New Year." 

"Okay, Auntie is happy today, have a drink!" Ma Lan smiled and raised the cup. 

Pour it to both of them, and Qin Yu pours it to himself. 

The lazy cat turned around holding the small wine glass, looking at him eagerly, "I want to drink too." 

"You don't drink alcohol. Drink juice." Qin Yu gave her the juice on the table. 

Lazy Cat pursed his mouth and muttered: "Chinese New Year, everyone is happy, UU reading 

www.uukānshu.com people want to drink a little bit." 

Seeing her pitiful appearance, Qin Yu shook her head helplessly, laughing and crying: "I'm afraid of you, 

a cup." 

"Hmm~" Lazy Cat laughed happily, and nodded giggling. 

Opposite the dining table, Lan's mother and Lan's father saw this scene in their eyes. 

With their eyes facing each other, the eyes of the two of them are all gratified and relieved... 



The daughter's vision is correct, this aunt really loves her. 

For Lan Yue's parents who have always regarded Lan Yue as the jewel in their palms, there is no such 

thing to make them more happy. 

After all, if there is more money and less money, life will ultimately be spent by two people. 

If the hearts cannot get together, no amount of external force will only increase grief. 

Chapter 878: Open 1 door 

 

 

"What's wrong?" 

Seeing Qin Yu's color change suddenly after receiving the call, Lazy Cat asked blankly. 

"Um." 

Qin Yu nodded and smiled helplessly: "I can't accompany you anymore, something urgent has happened 

and I need to go back to deal with it." 

"Uncle, aunt, sorry, I need to go back to the company, something urgent!" 

"Then you go quickly, you can't drive after drinking, Yueyue, please call for a car quickly." 

Lan's mother talked fiercely, but was stopped by Qin Yu: "Auntie, I have already contacted." 

Watched by Lan Ma, Lan Dad and Lan Yue, Qin Yu took the online taxi at the door. 

"Go back, I'll see you when I'm done." Qin Yu waved, and the car drove forward. 

When he waited at the intersection and couldn't see the figure behind, Qin Yu said abruptly, "Master, 

come here." 

On Qin Yu's mobile phone, the red bright spot did not flicker. 

Time went back 6 hours before the moon ecosystem. 

Since the discovery of the octahedron, the center of gravity of the base has shifted to digging into the 

moon. 

[Creator] Lives up to expectations, unlocks one secret after another, and gradually approaches the truth. 

At this time, they opened a sealed door behind the octahedron. 

In the center of the empty room, there is a raised altar. 

The height is no more than 25cm, and the whole body is made of unknown metal, with complicated 

patterns and symbols painted on it. 

After 2 hours of analysis by Kylin, the creator tried to find the role of the altar. 



They turned on the energy sources on both sides of the altar, causing the lines and symbols on the top 

of the altar to light up with a white halo. 

At the same time, Kylin detected that a huge amount of energy was converging on the altar. 

Moreover, the magnetic field in the air appears disorderly. 

Qilin immediately ordered the creator to turn off the energy, but found that it was completely 

ineffective. 

When the entire altar turned into dazzling daylight, a strong shock burst out in the air. 

At this moment, Kylin lost control of the creators. 

At this time, Qin Yu received Kylin's feedback: "The contact with the lunar ecosystem has disappeared." 

This is also the reason why he suddenly changed color and left Lazy Cat's house. 

At this time, Qin Yu wanted to rush to the safety spot that Qilin was looking for, and take the Xihe to the 

moon base. 

At the same moment when Kirin lost its signal to the lunar ecosystem, all monitoring equipment for the 

moon was collectively disconnected. 

A powerful electromagnetic wave from an unknown source destroyed all equipment. 

In addition, this electromagnetic wave caused extremely serious impact on the western hemisphere, 

which is on the lunar surface. 

Countless devices and network lines were all dropped, and the loss could not be estimated. 

For a while, everyone was in danger, thinking that this was an official warning and punishment of the 

bald eagle by the aliens on the moon. 

The protesting team has grown stronger again! 

As Qin Yu went to the predetermined location, Lazy Cat's house also became silent. 

There was a little chatter in my heart, because Qin Yu left suddenly. 

I just talked about it well, I was drinking with him happily, and I left. 

Back at the table, Dad Lan lost his desire. 

Mother Lan is too, she is full with just the right appetite. 

"Well, Yueyue, do you want to ask something, so anxious?" 

Lan's mother cares about her future uncle's situation. Isn't it a major incident in the company? 

"It's okay, Mom, Qin Yu can solve it." Lazy Cat said with a big tone, full of confidence. 

Seeing her indifferent performance, Lan's mother didn't get angry: "Your girlfriend, really..." 

That can be handled, you also have to care about it, right? 



How come you have a girlfriend like you, what does Xiao Qin like about you, really... 

"Okay, okay, don't be angry, don't you know your girl?" 

Dad Lan comforted and smiled: "She is actually good-tempered. A busy person like Xiao Qin definitely 

doesn't like problems with many problems. 

Wherever you go, you have to report to your girlfriend for a long time, no matter how good the 

relationship is, you can't stand the consumption. " 

When Dad Lan said so, Ma Lan felt it really made sense. 

"Okay, you and your father and daughter are justified." He muttered unwillingly. 

Ma Lan saw the gift in the corner: "What's in this area? You just carried the box and it was quite heavy, 

right?" 

"It's not so heavy, it almost flashed my waist." Dad Lan followed, pulling the silver box out and leveling 

it. 

"Let me see, this is so heavy." He was also curious in his heart. 

As he drove it, he said jokingly: "It won't be a box of bricks, it's not so heavy." 

"What nonsense, let's mention a box of bricks, isn't it tired?" Lan Ma smiled and patted him. 

Click! 

The box opened, and Dad Lan opened the lid with a smile and said, "Maybe..." 

The sound stopped suddenly, looking at the plastic, golden brick in the box. 

Dad Lan's expression instantly solidified, even stiffer than the wax figure in the wax museum. 

... 

... 

Arriving at the scheduled point, Qin Yu got out of the car in the strange eyes of the driver. 

Click to confirm arrival, and the driver kindly reminded him: "Young man, there is no car in this 

wilderness." 

"I made an appointment with someone, and I'll pick me up later." Qin Yu explained. 

Hearing what he said, the driver was no longer troublesome, thanked him and drove away. 

The original price only ran a quarter of the distance, which he made a lot of money. 

Thirty seconds after the ride-hailing service left, the dust on the ground was blown up by the wind. 

Qin Yu walked into the air and disappeared into the middle of the road in a blink of an eye. 

The invisible Xihe lifted off again and flew towards the back of the moon. 



Upon arriving at the base, Qin Yu saw the pitch-black ecosystem when he saw the spacecraft. 

The equipment of the entire base was completely stagnant. Looking into the distance, the indicator light 

of the No. 2 base was also extinguished. 

It seems that the people inside can't survive... 

Pushing open the failed hatch, Qin Yu walked towards the depths of the base. 

Qin Yu stopped when he saw the first [Creator] along the way. 

"Scan!" Qin Yu's eyes expanded in a trance. 

After about 5 seconds, the focus was restored again. 

"The internal structure is good, the neural network has a short-circuit failure, the self-check mechanism 

is triggered, and it is expected to complete the restart in 32 minutes." 

Knowing that [Creator] would return to normal, Qin Yu stopped scanning one by one. 

According to the drawings provided by Qilin, he went straight to the altar. 

Walking into the room where the altar exists, Qin Yu first saw the light circle above the altar. 

It is like an oval mirror with a halo on the edge. 

This scene reminded him of the "light gate" in the film and television works, which is the so-called 

portal. 

"Kirin, can you confirm it?" Qin Yu stood in front of Guangmen, stretching out his finger to touch it. 

"Lack of data, can't confirm!" Kylin. 

Hearing Qilin's words, Qin Yu almost hesitated to point his finger on the "mirror surface". 

After thinking about it again and again, Qin Yu did not continue, but a slender black line grew from his 

fingertips. 

It is like irregular lines cast by molten iron, extending towards the "mirror surface". 

Go in, it goes in! 

Qin Yu also lost control of the nanoworms in an instant, and those nanoworms that entered the "mirror" 

were disconnected. 

At the moment when Qin Yu was a little uncomfortable, faint ripples appeared on the surface of the 

"mirror". 

Subsequently, the nanoworm that disappeared in it came back voluntarily. 

Qin Yu didn't take them back into his body recklessly, but first tried to order these nanoworms. 

Finding that there is no problem with his instructions, Qin Yu ordered Nanoworms to go to the 

laboratory. 



Let them go into the petri dish, and then close the lid. 

Qin Yu intends to make a careful study before deciding where to leave these nanoworms. 

At the same time, the [Creator] who was "short-circuited" inside the base has restarted. 

Qin Yu returned to the altar and ordered the two creators to enter the light gate and then return 

smoothly. 

Five hours later, Qin Yu roughly understood the situation inside the door. 

It was a barren world, with cracks on the earth, no grass growing, and dust everywhere in sight. 

[Creator] who returned to the Light Gate, strange impurities appeared in the energy core. 

The amount of this kind of impurity is very small, if it weren't for Kirin, Qin Yu would not have found it at 

all. 

Qin Yu couldn't help but feel grateful for his previous caution. 

Since the [creator] will be polluted, nanoworms that also feed on liquid crystals. 

It must also be contaminated, just because it is too small to detect. 

Today, the most important thing is to analyze the nature of this pollution. 

What changes will it cause... 

drop! 

The lights are on, and the creators fix the ecosystem. 

"Go to Base 2 and confirm whether the people inside are alive or dead." After Qin Yu gave the order, he 

continued to be busy in the laboratory. 

Compared with the lives and lives of those people, Qin Yu is more concerned about the source and 

nature of "pollution". 

"This kind of energy is extremely aggressive and reproductive, and now a quarter of it has been 

contaminated. 

According to calculations, the entire core will be contaminated after 2 hours. " 

"Why so fast?" Qin Yu differed. 

"Aggressiveness and multiplication of reproduction." Qilin. 

Qin Yu understood, because the base number has become larger, and the speed has also become faster. 

Now, Qin Yu is a little curious. 

What happens after the pollution is over... 

"Close them up and dismantle the joints of action." Under Qin Yu's order. 



The two contaminated creators turned into robot sticks. 

Placing them in a closed cabin, Qin Yu observed the changes through the window. 

The time passed by one minute and one second, after reaching the time estimated by Kylin. 

Qin Yu stared at the window, and at the same time, Nanoworm banned his original line of sight. 

In the eyes of electronics, the creator still looks like... 

Wait, the light in the eyes turned red, sending out a danger signal. 

The alloy metal on the surface of the body produced rust spots, and the strange breath made people 

shudder. 

"Kirin." Qin Yu wanted first-hand information. 

"The program is messy, loses control, starts to self-destruct...fail, fail!" 

"Their codes have been modified by pollution energy, and I can no longer order them." Qilin. 

In sight, the two creators fell to the ground. 

Like an unyielding warrior rubbing his head against the ground and pulling himself forward. 

Because of the rust spots on the surface, the friction is increased to allow them to move forward and get 

closer to the cabin door step by step. 

Boom! 

The distance was too close, and Qin Yu couldn't see the situation inside. 

But he could imagine that the creator was hitting the door with his head, trying to knock it open. 

However, this behavior is doomed to be futile. 

The repeated impacts seemed to strike Qin Yu's heart with a certain strength. 

What makes them like this, and what does it (pollution energy) want? 

Countless question marks are surging in my heart, accompanied by the crashing sound of "dongdong", 

absurd...ghostly... 

Chapter 879: flexibility 

 

 

Boom, boom, boom... 

There was a bang, but no one in the base paid any attention to it. 

In the laboratory, Qin Yu is conducting in-depth research on nanoworms with the assistance of two 

blond and blue-eyed foreigners. 



They are the only survivors of Base 2 when the equipment at the base failed. 

They are wearing spacesuits and are preparing to go to the mining area to collect specimens. 

Therefore, they were fortunate to wait until the creator's rescue. 

"Unbelievable, incredible, this energy is like a crazy aggressor. 

And has a strong survivability, even in the weakest time, can also counterattack. 

More importantly, they can swallow energy to become stronger. " 

The other party pushed his glasses and quickly said, "No, it should be assimilation... the most brilliant 

lobbyist. 

Convince the enemy to let it stand on your side and become the same existence as yourself. 

This is awesome, it's like a great performance artist, I want to..." 

Listening to the chatter of the other party, Qin Yu raised the gun in his hand. 

Point it at Golden Retriever's head, and the nonsense disappears instantly. 

Compared with his own deterrence, the gun is more intuitive, so Qin Yu asked the creator to find him 

this weapon. 

"I don't want to hear nonsense anymore, tell me what it is?" Qin Yu asked. 

"A kind of energy." Golden Retriever replied briefly. 

But it's the same as saying nothing. Of course Qin Yu knew it was a kind of energy. 

This unicorn has already told him, what he wants to know is the nature of this energy. 

Aggression, assimilation, pollution = high danger. 

The rest need more professional and advanced instruments to be further tested and analyzed. 

"Send them back." Qin Yu shook his gun helplessly. 

What biological power, physics expert, **** is not! 

After talking for a long time, he knew as much as before. 

"Wait, maybe I can stop them." Golden Retriever shouted loudly when he was about to be taken away. 

His gaze looked at another section outside the laboratory, dong dong, dong dong... 

Before coming to the closed cabin, Qin Yu waited for the performance of the Golden Retriever. 

He put two electrodes on the door first, and then asked the creator to adjust the energy to the 

maximum. 

Zizi... 

White smoke erupted from the door, and frequent explosions sounded in the base. 



Then the knock inside the door stopped strangely. 

"Although this energy is powerful, quantity can still defeat quality at some point. 

What's more, only the core is contaminated, which does not mean that external parts can also resist 

electrons. " 

"Kirin, why didn't you think about it?" Qin Yu was questioning the little assistant in his heart. 

"Value, this will cause great losses to the base, contrary to previous instructions." Qilin. 

Hearing his answer, Qin Yu decided to let Huang Mao stay. 

The human brain is far more flexible than the "intelligent brain." 

"Open the door." Confirming that the impact sound stopped, Qin Yu asked the creator to open the door. 

Two machine sticks full of smoke arrived in the door edge. 

Bring the two machine sticks back to the laboratory, and the new research began again. 

… 

… 

In three days, Qin Yu disappeared for three days. 

He reappeared in the city of miracles, and Xihe sent him to the gate of the Central Information 

Processing Center. 

Qin Yu, who appeared out of thin air, did not arouse the attention of the cleaning robot. 

The record of the electronic eye was also deleted by Kylin for the first time. 

If someone calls the monitor, they will only see that Qin Yu has never appeared, and will find nothing. 

Entering the building, Qin Yu took the elevator and swiped his card. 

The panel pops up and the elevator starts to descend. 

After arriving in Fengchao, Qin Yu asked, "Where is Jingyuan?" 

The projection of the girl appeared in front of him: "Dr. Jing Yuan is on the thirteenth floor, presiding 

over the research of the nano project." 

"Let her come to the dangerous goods laboratory, I need her now." Qin Yu got on the rail car. 

In the Dangerous Goods Laboratory, before Jing Yuan who saw Qin Yu had time to speak, she saw the 

"green diamond" on the table. 

"What's this?" Jing Yuan asked in astonishment as she looked at the green smoke inside. 

"Your new subject, no matter who is allowed to do it, I want to receive the result as soon as possible." 

As Qin Yu spoke, he transferred the report on the table to her. 



Above is the data recorded by Dr. Kate, as well as guesses and inferences made about the "pollution 

energy". 

"A new energy element." Jing Yuan became interested. 

"Yes, but it is also extremely dangerous." Qin Yu said seriously. 

"Safety level, the highest level, take all precautions!" 

Jing Yuan, who had read the information, was not surprised, and nodded: "I will tell everyone, Teacher 

Qin, where did you find this?" 

Jing Yuan's curiosity was not satisfied, because Qin Yu had left calmly after receiving a satisfactory 

answer. 

The altar has been sealed, and a creator is guarding it at the door. 

The opened door was closed again until Qin Yu solved the problem of "pollution energy". 

"Countries that have been affected by the energy storm before, pay close attention to their situation." 

"clear." 

Looking at the city that still seemed to be rarely human after it was officially put into use, Qin Yu decided 

to talk to Watson. 

"Wa Sen, how do you feel here?" In the office, Qin Yu saw Watson who was a lot thinner. 

"Busy and fulfilling, boss, we don't have enough people." Watson said before he could speak. 

There is a shortage of people everywhere, and the leaders of several project teams will come to her to 

complain about it in two or three days. 

So Watson scratched his head every day, and the elevation of the hairline rose day after day. 

If this continues, she will be home to teach her career. 

"I'm here for this. I want to find someone to face the university. Do you have a suitable candidate?" 

The annual college graduation season is a battle for companies. 

The Miracle Group has always focused on the Northwest region, focusing only on the recruitment of 

fresh graduates from local colleges and universities. 

Inadvertently, it caused limitations to itself. 

Directly recruit fresh graduates from major colleges and universities across the country, and let a 

dedicated person be responsible for this work. 

Right is big or small, and small is not small. 

The treatment and corporate competitiveness of Miracle Group are now extremely strong even if you 

look at the whole country. 



There are countless people squeezing their heads and wanting to come in, and so many people are 

proud of entering the Miracle Group. 

Like the taxi driver last time, it is the best example. 

Qin Yu didn't hope that in the end, the selected people could not meet the company's talent needs, but 

instead brought in a group of people who made up for it. 

"I know someone who meets your requirements." 

"Who?" 

… 

… 

In Hongkou, Yan Gu is sitting in a cafe thinking about things. 

It has been half a month since I resigned, I thought I could enjoy the holiday. ’ 

Only when I was really free did I discover how important work was to him. 

For half a month, Yan Gu became more and more impatient. 

But he hasn't decided yet, where is he going? 

With his qualifications, there are many companies at home and abroad that can be selected. 

But Gu is not very satisfied! 

Moreover, UU reading www. uukanshu.com doesn't want to take the initiative to contact him, it would 

appear that he is very passive. 

Only when headhunters come to show their value! 

However, there is no news about the companies that Yangu tends to go to. 

This made Yan Gu wonder if he was thinking too much. 

Ringling~ 

The sound of the phone interrupted Yangu's thinking, "Hello, I am Yangu." 

"Hello, Mr. Yan Gu, this is Yan Xue, the secretary to the chairman of the miracle group Qin Yu..." 

Hearing the words Miracle Group, Yan Gu's eyes lit up. 

After waiting so long, it's finally here! 

Chapter 880: First show 

 

 

The dust-free white fence, the grille gate in the middle opens to both sides. 



Yangu walked into the city of miracles and saw the drone's electronic eye floating overhead. 

The light spot in the electronic eye above flickered, and two or three seconds later, a voice sounded: 

"Welcome, visitor Yangu, please follow the instructions to the station." 

A green indicating arrow lit up on the ground, bringing Yangu to the station. 

Riding on the waiting railcar, Yangu looked at the environment on both sides. 

Quiet, serene. 

There are old people walking on the trail, and children running and playing among the flowers. 

The drone flies over from above, monitoring the entire city. 

Huhu~ 

A railcar passed by, and the young man on it nodded friendly to him. 

Yan Gu also smiled back, saying "It seems that the work pressure here is not great." 

He has seen beaters who are tired every day and never smile. 

It's completely different from the young people I just saw... 

However, it may be just one side. It is said that the city of miracles involves many industrial chains. 

He just saw the tip of the iceberg! 

"You have arrived at your destination, please get off." The rail car stopped in the station. 

Looking at the speaker above, Yan Gu said with a curious expression: "Thank you!" 

"Please follow the signs." The drone reappeared and flew away after speaking. 

Before Yangu arrived at the office area, he had never communicated with a living person. 

When he saw the first living person, the security guard in front of the building. 

Yangu even has the joy of returning to the human world, the rest of his life after the disaster. 

"Hello, I'm here to meet President Hua." Yan Gu said to the security guard. 

"Mr. Yan Gu, President Hua is already waiting for you upstairs." The security guard responded with a 

smile, indicating that he can go directly upstairs. 

On the screen of the sub-end system beside him, the footage of Yangu entering the gate and arriving 

here by railcar alternately jumped like a slideshow. 

"Have you always been like this here?" Yan Gu asked, pointing to the screen. 

"Please." The security responded with a smile. 

Take the elevator to the 11th floor, the environment of the office area finally has a human touch. 

When the secretary led him to see Watson, Yan Gu really relaxed. 



If only robots were seen here, Yangu would really doubt whether there were any living people in this 

city. 

He even suspected that the security guard downstairs was actually a robot in a ‘human skin’. 

"Mr. Yan, welcome... How do you feel on the way here?" Watson stood up to greet him, holding Yan 

Gu's hand. 

"Mr. Hua!" 

Yan Gu thought about it with a complicated expression, and said, "I have a deep feeling." 

"Is there a feeling of reaching the mechanical world?" Watson pointed to the chair, returned to the desk 

and took a seat. 

"Really." Yangu nodded with a wry smile. 

Watson was not surprised by this, and said in a calm tone: "When I first came, I also felt this way. 

When you work here for a long time, you will get used to it..." 

"Mr. Hua won't ask, the purpose of my coming this time?" Yan Gu asked with a smile. 

Watson looked at him and said calmly: "Of course I'm here to join the job, isn't it?" 

Seeing that the other party looked like he was determined to himself, Yan Gu really couldn't say "no". 

He accepted the job in his heart as soon as he received the call. 

The head of the recruitment of global universities, this position is not light at all. 

To a certain extent, it is even far more important than other positions. 

After all, it is about the future and development potential of a company... 

Does the company have sufficient hematopoietic capabilities, core competitiveness, talent reserves, 

future potential, etc. 

All of these must be maintained by a steady stream of'blood transfusions'. 

And it is all in the hands of Yangu. 

Why would such an important post be handed over to an outsider? 

Yangu has doubts! 

Hearing his question, Watson looked at him and smiled: "So, Yan Gu, do you think you can do this job?" 

"Of course." Yan Gu replied confidently. 

He has always been seeking justice. In the words of his previous boss, he is stubborn and stubborn to 

die. 

Had it not been for this, he would not have lost his last job! 



"In that case, what else do you want to ask?" Watson asked rhetorically. 

After being defeated by the general, Yan Gu smiled happily: "No, what documents should I sign?" 

Boom! 

Yan Gu was dumbfounded when he looked at the documents ten centimeters thick in front of him. 

Isn’t there a lot of signings? 

Confidential documents, labor contracts, professional rule manuals, ethical standards, anti-competitive 

contracts... 

After signing all the documents, Yan Gu put down the pen in his hand and asked, "What's next?" 

"You can start working, I think you need to go on a business trip first. The company urgently needs 

cutting-edge talents in biology, chemistry, energetics, physics and molecular science..." 

Hearing Hua Sen's report from Jiazhen, Yan Gu called a good fellow in his heart. 

Is there anything you don't lack? 

The truth is that there is no such thing. The City of Miracles lacks all talents, and those who come are not 

rejected! 

After complaining about the huge talent gap, Yangu also saw the company's wealth. 

In terms of salary and treatment, it has directly reached the international first-line standard. 

And, give him enough trust and authority. 

In the face of special talents, let him have enough independent decision-making power. 

There are very few geniuses in this world. 

But never lack! 

The children of other people’s families are real... 

Qin Yu hopes that he can create high-quality fresh blood for the city of miracles, instead of squeezing in 

a group of mediocre people. 

Yan Gu also knows very well that the first recruitment he has just joined is very important. 

It's not just about the recruitment itself, but also the boss's impression of himself and his promotion 

from now on. 

In the future, how far he can go within the group and how high is the ceiling for development! 

It all depends on his debut this time... 

Just half an hour after entering the job, Yan Gu set foot on the itinerary again. 

He would first go to the major universities in Hudu, put some old friends around, and then fly straight to 

the capital. 



Finally, go south to Demon City and complete your first show preview! 

"What do you think of him?" Qin Yu, who saw Watson again in the evening, asked her impression of 

Yangu. 

"Reliable... loyalty is to be discussed!" Watson pinched the peanuts and threw them into his mouth bit 

by bit. 

They are in a tavern outside the complex, with soft music playing on the stage. 

People who have finished their work day get together in twos and threes, talking about life, work and 

the future. 

Speaking of the most concerned topic at present, it is undoubtedly the "alien counterattack" incident 

that happened just a few days ago. 

Although there is no direct evidence, the bald eagle has already blamed the lunar ecosystem. 

This time, the indirect loss caused by the impact of the energy storm is estimated to be over one trillion 

yuan. 

A large number of electronic components and related industries have suffered terrible severe blows. 

However, the stock prices of the IT and semiconductor industries did not fall but increased! 

The bald eagle is about to print money again... 

At the same time, it announced that it would invest 2 trillion US dollars to rescue the market. 

Vigorously support related enterprises to resume production, rejuvenate and grow, and develop 

ambitions for the moon base. 

"Do you think it works?" Three men and two women whispered in the corner. 

"Who knows! I'm even more curious, why the country hasn't responded." 

"Eh, haven't you heard of it?" 

The girl said in a low voice mysteriously: "It's spreading on the Internet, saying that the base above is 

related to us." 

"We? You mean... the company?" 

"Who else can there be besides the company, don't you doubt it?" 

"Doubt! The company's so many cutting-edge technologies are clearly beyond the normal technological 

ceiling, who doesn't doubt?" 

"And those raw materials, who of you knows where the energy crystals come from?" 

Several people looked at each other, and at the same time shook their heads to indicate that they didn't 

know, their expressions were a little more complicated. 

These doubts have been plagued the people below. 



If many problems are not mentioned, it does not mean that they do not exist. 

They just keep the question in their hearts, because no matter how they ask, there is no answer. 

Even the leader of his own team asked three questions, let alone other people. 

"Are you not interested in explaining it?" Watson joked. 

"This is not very good, the desire to explore is an excellent driving force for progress." Qin Yu said. 

"What if I asked?" Watson said sternly: "What are you doing down there?" 

"Just make some preparations, don't think too much about the problem, the exploration of the 

unknown is biological instinct. 

Are you not curious whether human beings themselves are a huge treasure? " 

"You can always persuade others." Watson smiled helplessly, knowing that he couldn't ask anything. 

Besides, what he said was right. 

Who is not curious about human treasures? 

"Do you want to go down with me and have a look?" Qin Yu wanted to go down for a while, just now, 

his faith was worth enough. 

"No, now I want to go home and take a good bath!" 

Saying goodbye to Watson, the employees sitting in the corner when they went out saw Qin Yu and 

their expressions became flustered. 

"Ms. Qin!" 

"Hello, Teacher Qin." 

Those who do research are used to calling him "Ms. Qin." One is that he learned from Jing Yuan, and the 

other is that he has been taught by Qin Yu. 

Although only a few times, it is not an exaggeration to call a "teacher". 

Besides, the teacher sounds much closer than the boss. 

"It's okay, continue to talk, don't drink too much." 

Qin Yu nodded his head: "You must protect the guy who eats." 

"Okay, go slowly, teacher." 

Seeing Qin Yu leaving the tavern, several people lost their strength and fell on the sofa. 

After taking a long breath, someone said abruptly: "You said, did Teacher Qin hear it before?" 

"I should have heard it!" 

"Sorry, this is over." 



"It's over must be approved." 

Watson stood up and said amusedly: "Don't think your teacher is so terrible, others are pretty good." 

Seeing Watson who suddenly appeared again, everyone felt really tired! 

Honeycomb, Qin Yu came to the nanobiological experiment area. 

After disinfection, wearing protective clothing, and second disinfection, Qin Yu entered the core 

experimental area. 

"Teacher Qin, why are you here?" Seeing Qin Yu through the mask, Jing Yuan's expression was full of 

differences. 

"I'll deliver something!" Qin Yu said as he walked to the refrigerator, and took out a box at the bottom. 

Jing Yuan looked at all of this with her face covered in circles, and her heart was full of questions. 

When did this box exist? ? ? 

 


